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The rules 
have changed

Image source

https://www.flickr.com/photos/purplemattfish/3828846450/in/photostream/
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Search engines had to adapt: they now work for the end user

Faced with this huge, ever-increasing amount of data, 
threatened by social networks such as Facebook, Google had 
to adapt or die.  
Search rankings used to rely on backlinks. But black-hat SEO spammers 
gamed the system and made millions by industrializing artificial link building, 
making search results less relevant.  

At the same time, social networks offered users an alternative to Google: users 
can discover content through their friends on social networks or ask them for 
advice on Facebook.  

To survive, search engines had to evolve and find a better way of identifying 
quality and relevant content that genuinely addressed users’ needs.

90%
of all the data in the world has 
been generated over the last 
two years. 

http://www.scoop.it/t/content-marketing-social-media-seo/p/4043993413/2015/05/20/confessions-of-a-google-spammer
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The old SEO is dead. Long live Content Marketing, the new SEO! 

Let’s kill 
the myths then!

Neil Patel 
Co-Founder, CrazyEgg 
and KissMetrics 

@neilpatel

SEO is not what it used to be. You can’t just pop up an 
ugly website, throw up mediocre content, build a few 
links and expect to rank well.  

These days you actually have to build a good website, 
write high quality content that solves peoples’ 
problems, build thousands of links and get thousands 
of social shares.

“
create content 

to optimize your

SEO
focus on a

singular

keyword

70% of searches

come from long
tail searches

create content
to provide

added value to
your audience

the more backlinks

the better

only relevant
backlinks will work,
"fake" backlinks will
be identified and
reflected in your

rankings

myth

reality

https://twitter.com/neilpatel
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The new SEO

Content

“ Companies that publish content 
have 434% more indexed pages

SEO leads have a 14.6% close rate. 
Outbound leads have a 1.6% close rate.“

Businesses with websites of 401-1000 
pages get 6x more leads than those 
with 51-100 pages

“
freshness relevance

quality
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The known challenge: marketers struggle to scale content 

Top 2 challenges that B2B marketers face

7

54%

50%

Content marketing is tough for any marketer, and it is even tougher 
when you have a small budget or constrained resources.

The Lean Content Marketing guide by

“

It takes time to produce content or to coordinate freelance contributors, 
effort to find inspiration and money to outsource to content agencies.  

As a result, it’s no surprise that producing engaging content and producing 
it consistently come as the top challenges faced by B2B marketers 
according to the Content Marketing Institute and MarketingProfs yearly 
benchmark of B2B content marketing,
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But you are 
not alone

Image source

https://www.flickr.com/photos/hmojarro/2517666578/
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Content curation to the rescue

Content curation not only alleviates the 
pressure of having to devote valuable 
time to creating original content, but it 
also adds credibility and third party 
validations to your efforts.

“

Jason Miller 
Sr Content Marketing 
Manager, LinkedIn
@jasonmillerca

Just because you have to 
publish great content doesn’t 
mean you have to create all 
of it. 
Have you noticed who the new 
media rock stars are? BuzzFeed, the 
Huffington Post, Upworthy, Business 
Insider and others like the Drudge 
report captured impressive 
audiences that made traditional 
media pale in comparison.

Their secret? 

They rely on other people’s content 
for a great part of their publishing, if 
not all: they are content curators.  

Let’s look at how smart marketers 
can learn from the success of the 
new online media. 
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Turn third-party content into curated posts on your blog

Cut down the time to publish a 
great blog post to 15-20 minutes. 
While creating a good original blog post can 
easily take up to 4-6 hours, building on 
curated content is much faster, especially if 
you use a curation tool to source industry 
content automatically. 

Read, select and add your own commentary 
to craft a short but impacting post linking to 
the original piece. 

Et voilà! 

Source attribution where you 
can click to read more: 
- drives traffic to original site, 
- vets original content as 
worth reading, 
- encourages further sharing.

Quote from the original 
article. 

Added value in the form of 
commentary from the 
curator:  
context, opinion, 
perspective, links to other 
pieces, etc. 

Your title and your 
image should be 
relevant to the overall 
content of the article.
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Why curated content is not duplicated content

DUPLICATED CONTENT CURATED CONTENT

copy / paste = repeat
deprives original content owner from traffic
unethical to content creators
infringes copyright
adds no value to readers
penalized by Google

link to = quote
drives traffic to original content owners
beneficial to content creators 
Fair Use legal doctrine
adds value to readers
valued by Google 
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Content curation helps you publish more content

Type of content Cost to produce Time to produce

Curated content 0.33 man hours <1 hour 

Blog 2-4 man hours 1-3 days

Infographic $2,000-$10,000 3-6 weeks

Video $3,000-$150,000 4-12 weeks

White paper 5-20 man days 3-8 weeks

88% of professionals found content curation helped 
them find the time to publish more content. 
“

Source: Impact of Content Curation on Business Goals survey 

Content creation takes time. And money.

http://enterprise.scoop.it/white-paper/
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Content curation helps you publish fresh content

Content curation helps your 
freshness factor.
“

Jayson DeMers 
Founder & CEO of AudienceBloom, a Seattle-based 
content marketing, SEO and social marketing 
agency. Writer for Forbes, HuffingtonPost, Inc.com, 
Entrepreneur.com, and more.
@jaysondemers

Do you read industry content regularly? 
Content curation comes at a marginal cost over what you already spend 
time doing: keep in touch with your industry news and trends. Publishing 
daily or weekly the best of what you read with your own perspective 
ensures your blog or website stays dynamic and up-to-date. 
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Curation helps you be more relevant

Content curation helps you organize your content in categories for 
greater SEO relevancy and stay with the bounds of your content strategy. 

Your content curation platform offers you relevant content around the keywords 
that matter to you and your audience.  

By publishing curated content around specific, long-tail keywords, your audience 
will be more and more likely to find your content when searching for it.
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Content curation helps content quality

When you create content, you depend entirely on the quality of the author. 
With curation, you get a double screening on quality: 

- first, the algorithm selects the most relevant content  
for you, 

- you screen it for a second time and curate  
only the best content. 

Since practice makes perfect,  
curating quality content  
with meaningful insights                                                                                                      
will double its value.

Image source

https://www.flickr.com/photos/ronsombilongallery/3259410785/in/photolist-5Y2kgF-7LpM3P-5TrAfM-bDPFL-dADRxu-hjHq3r-5Nc772-nShPH-5XPkb-pnDotc-tdNjT-b6g9bX-67AS7h-aN6FuP-9QB8vP-bAHqDR-aoSJdu-5TvVnm-8mbr5L-5cWEfH-c41Qsu-dUiwVr-5cA5pD-5TrAkt-o3Uv2x-rFsrqk-dgHcaR-7oRoEC-bUvoKX-dGb1w2-bmCeGm-u8mna-5tFwKC-9YbLam-b3Hta2-bwR25G-71EQnH-67hDjw-8kaG3X-ry8YGG-8ur4Ug-2iTbf-rVARxz-oKHMmY-pneRQg-5Y6AMC-5siQc1-8T8nyz-6oG67K-5cA2zr
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You become a reference

Jayson DeMers 
Founder & CEO of AudienceBloom, a Seattle-based 
content marketing, SEO and social marketing agency. 
Writer for Forbes, HuffingtonPost, Inc.com, 
Entrepreneur.com, and more.
@jaysondemers

Content curation generates backlinks naturally

Content curation centralizes your blog or website as a hub for only 
the highest-quality information, which establishes your brand as an 
authority within your market. Curated content is a magnet for 
inbound links, and studies have shown that the more inbound links 
you have from quality sources, the higher your search visibility you 
get.

“

Content curation will help turn your website into the go-to 
resource for your industry. 
Chances are you are not the only one producing content in your industry. 
Nor the only one with an exclusive monopoly on good content.  But by 
curating valuable content that meets your audience's needs (alongside 
your own original content), you will create a resource others will 
reference.

[…]
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Content curation brings your readers what they want

It’s time to think sticky. While the fixation with 
“optimization” appears never-ending, every day it 
becomes clearer that focusing on publishing content 
people love to consume is the ace card for winning 
with search. Click-through rates and time on-site are 
strong signals for search engines.  

If you’re curating crazy cool content like a publisher 
should, your pages will attract more traffic and deliver 
more immersive experiences. Search engines gather 
this data and reward you.

“

Barry Feldman 
Founder & CEO, 
Feldman Creative
@FeldmanCreative

If they’re looking for it, they might as well get it from you. 
Search engines evolved. They’re smarter at figuring out whether a 
website’s content provided the answer users were looking for.  

Can you really create all the answers there are entirely by yourself? 

Content curation helps you fill in the gaps which means more traffic and 
more time spent by your audience on your website.

Image source

https://www.flickr.com/photos/ronsombilongallery/3259410785/in/photolist-5Y2kgF-7LpM3P-5TrAfM-bDPFL-dADRxu-hjHq3r-5Nc772-nShPH-5XPkb-pnDotc-tdNjT-b6g9bX-67AS7h-aN6FuP-9QB8vP-bAHqDR-aoSJdu-5TvVnm-8mbr5L-5cWEfH-c41Qsu-dUiwVr-5cA5pD-5TrAkt-o3Uv2x-rFsrqk-dgHcaR-7oRoEC-bUvoKX-dGb1w2-bmCeGm-u8mna-5tFwKC-9YbLam-b3Hta2-bwR25G-71EQnH-67hDjw-8kaG3X-ry8YGG-8ur4Ug-2iTbf-rVARxz-oKHMmY-pneRQg-5Y6AMC-5siQc1-8T8nyz-6oG67K-5cA2zr
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Does content curation help 
SEO? Data-driven answers
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An SEO experiment: testing original vs curated content

Curated content would have SEO value even if it ranked lower than 
original content.  
But benchmarking it against original content is tempting given what we just 
explained. 

That’s exactly what the team at Bruce Clay did by replacing an existing original post 
with stable ranking and replacing it with 3 different flavors of curated posts, one of 
which being what we defined on page 11 as a curated post. 

What did they find out?

We wanted to see if curated blog content could have the same SEO benefit as 
traditional blog content. We measured the rankings of an aged, traditional post 
with stable first-page rankings for a long-tail keyword phrase. We then removed 
that traditional post content and replaced it with 3 varieties of curated content

“

Source: SEO-friendly Content Curation in a Post-Panda World, bruceclay.com 

http://www.bruceclay.com/newsletter/volume112/seo-friendly-content-curation.htm
http://bruceclay.com
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Curated posts can even rank higher than original content
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2nd result

1st result

10th result

curated links with  
auto-generated 

summaries

curated links with  
200 word annotation

curated links with excerpt 
of the original article and  

200 word annotation.

Source: SEO-Friendly content curation in a post-wanda world

Ranking of curated posts vs the original post for the same keyword

1

10

4th result

original post

http://www.bruceclay.com/newsletter/volume112/seo-friendly-content-curation.htm
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And when you are well ranked… you get more traffic from search!

31%

24%

45%

Search traffic
Direct traffic
Social & Referral traffic

Source: Google Analytics data for Scoop.it traffic

Traffic breakdown by source for Scoop.it 
curated topic pages - Q1 ’15 
While one experiment is just one data point, the 
previous experiment has the merit of articulating to 
what degree content curation helps and compares to 
pure aggregation and original content.  

But to get a broader sample which is statistically 
significant, we can take a look at the data from the 
Scoop.it platform. Nearly 2 million professionals have 
used our free version to publish tens of millions of 
curated content pieces to their Scoop.it pages, 
attracting close to 200 million visitors in the process.  

Where did they come from? 

As shown in this graph, search accounted for 45% of 
that traffic as of Q1 2015, ranking as the #1 source of 
traffic for curated content.
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Case study: d-Wise

Back in 2012, d-Wise had 
what Keith Ward called a 
“Business card” website. 
A few static pages, the usual 
suspects: a home page, about us, 
team, products, etc… 

But no content. 

As a result, the site ranked very low 
in Google and the company had

little online brand awareness. 

Adding curated content to their 
websites through Scoop.it not only 
proved easy to learn but in a few 
months, Keith added 500 pages to 
his website and dramatically 
increased its SEO footprint and 
likelihood to rank.  

SERP rankings improved and so did 
traffic.

My Subject Matter Experts didn’t have time 
to generate industry content. By using 
Scoop.it, we increased our SEO footprint by 
200%. Traffic to our site increased and our 
SERP rankings improved for keywords we 
weren’t even on the radar for beforehand.

“

Keith Ward 
Director of Global 
Marketing, d-Wise
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In practice 

15   tips

Image source

https://www.flickr.com/photos/ronsombilongallery/3259410785/in/photolist-5Y2kgF-7LpM3P-5TrAfM-bDPFL-dADRxu-hjHq3r-5Nc772-nShPH-5XPkb-pnDotc-tdNjT-b6g9bX-67AS7h-aN6FuP-9QB8vP-bAHqDR-aoSJdu-5TvVnm-8mbr5L-5cWEfH-c41Qsu-dUiwVr-5cA5pD-5TrAkt-o3Uv2x-rFsrqk-dgHcaR-7oRoEC-bUvoKX-dGb1w2-bmCeGm-u8mna-5tFwKC-9YbLam-b3Hta2-bwR25G-71EQnH-67hDjw-8kaG3X-ry8YGG-8ur4Ug-2iTbf-rVARxz-oKHMmY-pneRQg-5Y6AMC-5siQc1-8T8nyz-6oG67K-5cA2zr
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1.  Find a topic that defines your brand

Image source

https://www.flickr.com/photos/isherwoodchris/6955395580
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2.  And that your audience cares about

Image source

https://www.flickr.com/photos/23950335@N07/7125345907
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3. Be specific

It’s better to have well-defined niche topics than broad and vagues ones
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4. Set up publishing goals and be consistent

Use a content calendar to track and report your progress
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5. Automate content discovery

Use tools to do the heavy-lifting and crawl the web for you
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6. Be human with your insights

Image source

https://www.flickr.com/photos/ronsombilongallery/3259410785/in/photolist-5Y2kgF-7LpM3P-5TrAfM-bDPFL-dADRxu-hjHq3r-5Nc772-nShPH-5XPkb-pnDotc-tdNjT-b6g9bX-67AS7h-aN6FuP-9QB8vP-bAHqDR-aoSJdu-5TvVnm-8mbr5L-5cWEfH-c41Qsu-dUiwVr-5cA5pD-5TrAkt-o3Uv2x-rFsrqk-dgHcaR-7oRoEC-bUvoKX-dGb1w2-bmCeGm-u8mna-5tFwKC-9YbLam-b3Hta2-bwR25G-71EQnH-67hDjw-8kaG3X-ry8YGG-8ur4Ug-2iTbf-rVARxz-oKHMmY-pneRQg-5Y6AMC-5siQc1-8T8nyz-6oG67K-5cA2zr
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7. Curate from reliable sources

Source: 6 Facts About Content Curation and SEO You May Not Know

Jayson DeMers 
Founder & CEO
The AudienceBloom 
Agency

As with all outbound links, it’s 
critical that you’re linking only to 
‘good neighborhoods’

“

http://blog.scoop.it/2014/03/11/6-facts-about-content-curation-and-seo-you-may-not-know/
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8. Be selective on the quality of each piece of 
content to add value to your readers

Image source

https://www.flickr.com/photos/43998457@N06/14373834653/in/photolist-nUaEgp-pFopLJ-5rWNaZ-4zExYe-fdCNCD-bAkoTG-5qeSt4-6jkoD1-eeWbP8-5jhBhZ-dmurhf-4nTFbF-tcVbUy-5xfrcD-6R21Vd-4XuBiz-efyHxE-efsXMa-efsXrk-efyGRN-efsX5D-efsWnH-efyFK9-efsW7D-efsVVg-efsVQr-efyEDW-4TJ2zK-62WP3x-ncaB8M-bpy3j6-4rfC4K-5h48Rs-eTSNw5-mTJ7JL-55Lxxa-8wceC7-eVu2rt-bsNcfP-4pL8LJ-hSEWnC-yYWVa-5y75Va-4NS8tN-poLriy-axtEGP-oJ88h6-pKFem-bRERn4-4tnRSt
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9. Find and engage with influencers in your space for 
inspiration and cross-promotion

“

Barry Feldman 
Founder & CEO, Feldman Creative
@FeldmanCreative

I’ve seen curation also become an amazingly powerful form 
of networking. Sharing content is reciprocal so when other 
authorities reciprocate, you get more links, authority, traffic 
and some of the other crown jewels in the search world.

Image source

https://www.flickr.com/photos/marine_corps/6838213875/
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10. Be relevant and consistent

Source: Where content curation traffic comes from

http://blog.scoop.it/2014/03/06/where-content-curation-traffic-comes-from-and-4-ways-to-increase-yours/
http://blog.scoop.it/2014/03/06/where-content-curation-traffic-comes-from-and-4-ways-to-increase-yours/
http://blog.scoop.it/2014/03/06/where-content-curation-traffic-comes-from-and-4-ways-to-increase-yours/
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11. Choose the right image and title for your post to 
tell the appropriate story

Curation is about bringing context: a (good) picture tells a thousand words
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12. Put a CTA on your posts to drive traffic to your website

On the right panel

and at the end of the post
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13.  Share your content on social media

TOPIC A
TOPIC A

MY TOPIC

Get direct traffic and increase your chances of generating natural backlinks
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14. Give credit where credit is due

Always attribute 
the source you curate.
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15. Analyze the ROI of your efforts with the VATL model

Analyze how each post performs so you 
know what your audience likes to read and 
adapt your content marketing accordingly.

Volume Amplification Traffic Leads

26.5K 18.1K


